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Abstract

The professional development of English teachers is a significant area in language teaching and learning, as well as in teacher education. On the one hand, at least in theory, professional development initiatives respond to the teachers’ changing needs. On the other hand, it reflects the beliefs that different educational authorities and stakeholders have about English uses and education. In this self-study, I consider the professional development of English teachers in Colombia and its tight connection to the language education policies of the country. Following a chronological approach, I present the findings as landmarks that have contributed to my reflections and research around professional development and language education policies. Discussing the findings, I show how the discourses and decisions about teachers’ continuing learning represent certain views of language, second language acquisition, English language teaching and learning, and teachers as professionals. This self-study addresses some of the concepts that illuminate the discourses that have shaped English teachers’ professional development. Focusing primarily on the development of the National Program of Bilingualism, I underscore the power of these concepts over the major decisions made at the local and school levels. In the analysis of the past and present of teachers’ professional development in Colombia, I conclude on the necessity...
of maintaining critical scholarly work to contribute to the construction of local knowledge for future reflection.
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### Resumen

El desarrollo profesional de los docentes de inglés es un área importante en la enseñanza y aprendizaje de la lengua, al igual que en la formación de docentes. De un lado, al menos en teoría, las iniciativas de desarrollo profesional responden a las necesidades cambiantes de los docentes. Del otro, reflejan las creencias que diferentes autoridades y actores educativos tienen sobre los usos del inglés y la educación en lenguas. En este autoestudio, trato la estrecha relación entre el desarrollo profesional de los docentes de inglés en Colombia y las políticas lingüísticas educativas del país. Siguiendo una perspectiva cronológica, presento los hallazgos como referentes que han contribuido a mis reflexiones e investigaciones sobre el desarrollo profesional y las políticas lingüísticas educativas. En la discusión de los hallazgos, demuestro cómo los discursos y las decisiones sobre el aprendizaje permanente de los profesores representan ciertas visiones de la lengua, de la adquisición de segundas lenguas, de la enseñanza del inglés y su aprendizaje, y de los docentes como profesionales. Este autoestudio trata algunas de las bases teóricas que inspiran los discursos que han definido el desarrollo profesional de los docentes de inglés. Enfocándome principalmente en el Programa Nacional de Bilingüismo, resalto el poder de dichos conceptos sobre las principales decisiones que se toman a nivel local y en las escuelas. En el análisis del pasado y del presente del desarrollo profesional de los docentes de inglés en Colombia, concluyo con la necesidad de mantener una academia crítica que contribuya a la creación de conocimiento local para futuras reflexiones.
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### Introduction

This article reports the findings of a personal history self-study (Samaras, 2002; Sampras et al., 2004) in which I analyze my academic journey in studying the needs, programs, and outcomes of the professional development (PD) of Colombian teachers of English in its connection to language education policies. Although some people may conceive them as separate areas, they do not work independently. Under the growing universal set of areas in Applied Linguistics, language learning and teaching, teachers’ development, language policies, the study of contexts and discourses, Second Language Acquisition (SLA), among other fields, share their interest as a language-centered problem-solving enterprise (Grabe, 2010). The interconnection is more evident as teacher education and English language teaching (ELT) tend to focus more on learning than on methods (Kumaravadivelu, 2003), and SLA research underscores the role of contexts on individuals (for example, Firth & Wagner, 2007; Ortega, 2009). To respond to the invitation from the journal HOW, I self-analyze my
contributions to the field of English language teaching (ELT) in Colombia. The self-study uses a chronological analysis of my teaching and research career. I cover two decades of English teachers’ PD and its connection to language education policies. For the readers of this article, I clarify that the references about language policies in the country come primarily after the launching of Bilingual Colombia in the 2000s.

The paper follows this structure: First, I refer to the concepts of teachers’ PD and language education policies, the two broader areas in the study. Then, I describe the methodology that I used in the self-study. Later, I present the findings as landmarks in my own PD studying and researching the two topics. The discussion includes elaborations on other academic areas that have enriched my interest. I support the analysis through the connection to national and international references. To conclude, in the analysis of the past and present of teachers’ PD in Colombia, I claim the need to maintain critical scholarship on language education policies. My aim is contributing to the construction of local knowledge for future reflections and action on English teachers’ career learning. Regulations, discourses, and curricular decisions made by the governments have always affected English teachers’ PD and will continue to do so.

**Conceptual Framework**

In this section, I develop the concepts of teachers’ PD and language education policies as the primary concepts that frame this self-study. I situate the concepts in the framework of transformative pedagogy, as I believe that it leads to praxis. As Farren (2016) summarizes it, transformative pedagogy “has a moral as well as a social commitment to bringing about personal and social transformations by making connections between teaching and learning and living” (p. 192).

**Teachers’ Professional Development**

As many authors say, defining teachers’ PD is difficult, but all agree that it is continual and requires teachers’ motivation and agency (Díaz-Maggioli, 2004). Díaz-Maggioli (2003) sustains that through PD “educators fine-tune their teaching to meet student needs” (p. 5). It may include “a range of activities – formal (accredited) and informal (nonaccredited) – which meet the thinking, feeling, acting, life, context and change purposes of teachers along their teaching careers” (Day & Sachs, 2004, p. 12). Postholm (2012) adds that schools play a primary role in PD when teachers observe and reflect on their teaching through collaborative tasks with colleagues.

Understanding English teachers’ PD includes considering how the professional and personal lives of teachers concur in their learning experiences in their in-service trajectories.
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(Fessler & Christensen, 1992). Teachers learn from personal and collective experiences in the classrooms and in society. Freeman (2006) summarizes a number of principles for teacher education and career-long learning: teachers have a learning process; teachers learn in and from situations of practice; teachers and students have different -but interrelated- experiences in classrooms; what teachers know and do influences -but does not cause- students to learn; and teacher training and development are vehicles for teacher learning.

Teachers’ PD does not exist in a vacuum. Cochran-Smith (2006) contributes to expanding the notion of teachers’ growth in the intricate connection between policy, politics, teacher education, and professional development. In the same vein, Sachs (2007) relates teachers’ PD to policies and politics. About this connection, she states that,

Clearly, the continuing professional development of teachers is important to maintain and sustain a competent teaching profession. Moreover, at different times it serves different purposes and masters and hence is a political activity. The politics of curriculum content, pedagogy, and relationships within schools can all be sites of struggle, which should not be underestimated. (p. 18)

Sachs (2007) defines PD as a possibility for reimagining oneself and the profession through collective and autonomous inquiry that leads to transformation and change.

Teachers’ PD as a space for new dimensions of the self takes distance from a deficit model. Wallace (2009) defines that perspective as an explanation of educational problems as the individual’s responsibility. Usually, they are explained as lack of effort and commitment rather than as the result of the socio-economic conditions or the educational system, which affect the individual. In the deficit model, teachers have an enormous responsibility of educational problems. If learners have some poor academic performance, English teachers are to blame. Therefore, educational authorities see professional development programs (PDP) as the solution because they change the individual teachers’ behavior or provide them with certain skills.

A primary consequence of analyzing PD from a deficit model is interpreting differences as a deficiency and denying the possibilities of diversity (Harry & Klingner, 2007). This lens is particularly evident for the PDP that focus on imported approaches for the development of English teachers’ language proficiency and teaching methodologies. This leads to the imposition of certain language varieties, forms, and uses and pre-conceived ELT packages (Kumaravadivelu, 2003). Below, I address specifically how the teachers’ language proficiency and use of ELT methodologies have represented a major component of PD initiatives.

Language Education and Language Education Policies

Theories of language policies and language education policies have shaped ELT as they provide elements for the understanding of macro decisions that affect students, teachers, schools, and classrooms. Spolsky (2017) defines language policy as a field and as a “document
produced in the course of language management” (p. 5). It encompasses three interrelated components: One, practices, or community language behaviors; two, beliefs and ideologies, meaning desirable language behavior; and three, management, that is how stakeholders influence language practices and beliefs in a community. Shohamy (2006) sees language policies as imposed mechanism that shapes the uses of languages in communities. She defines language education policies as “the mechanism used to create de facto language practices in educational institutions” (p. 76). Johnson (2013) adds another aspect changing the concept to educational language policy. He underscores the dynamicity and multilayered condition of language policies in schools and outside schools “that impact language use in classrooms and schools” (p. 54). Analysis of language policies and language education policies associate English to imperialism (Phillipson, 1992) and colonialism (Pennycook, 1998). I refer below to the National Program of Bilingualism (NPB) as a language education policy that has imposed certain practices in schools, in teacher education, and in teachers’ professional development.

**Methodology**

In the analysis of my academic interest in English teachers’ PD and language education policies, I drew on historical self-study as the methodology. As Samaras (2002) and Samaras et al. (2004) state, self-studies help us understand and renew our identity, and support our interpretation of the reality. Dinkleman (2003) underscores the power of self-studies in promoting reflection that leads to reflective teaching. Samaras et al. (2004) find historical self-studies beneficial because it allows educators “to reconstruct significant life events to inform them of their professional identity formation and to help them make meaning of their pedagogy and the connections of their practice to theory” (p. 906). In a local study, Clavijo and Ramírez (2018) recommend self-studies as a way to transform English teachers’ professional identities and trajectories.

Data collection included as primary sources a timeline of my professional career, retrospective notes about my work as a researcher and professor, and a meta-analysis of my publications. I complemented the analysis discussing them in relation to the work of other local scholars, and through documentary analysis of some official communications and publications about these two areas. I focused on official documents produced after the launching of the NPB in the early 2000s. Data analysis followed a grounded theory approach as I coded the data though constant analysis to construct the categories (Glasser 1998; Saldaña, 2016).

**Findings and Discussion**

The historical self-study analysis of my work on English teachers’ PD and language education policies allowed me to identify five landmarks in my career as a teacher educator
and researcher. Each landmark favored my understanding of the two topics in my scholarly work. Around each landmark, I elaborate on the relationship of the macro discourses about teachers’ PD and language education policies in their connection to theoretical approaches to language, second language acquisition, English language teaching and learning, and teachers as professionals.

**The Evolution of PD in my Professional Career**

Although my pre-service education at Universidad de Antioquia did not include research as a major component (Zambrano Leal, 2012), I was aware of the need to grow professionally after graduation. I was a student-teacher who worked at a school in the mornings and took classes at the university in the afternoons and evenings. The basic instruction on how to conduct classroom research motivated me to put into practice what I learned as if I had a long practicum training that lasted various years. An important piece of knowledge I received through the example of some professors came under the necessity of being a committed professional, a reflective practitioner and an agent of change (Schön, 1986). I also realized that I needed to improve my English language proficiency and keep updated in the use of English language teaching (ELT) methodologies. A primary question was how I could keep learning in my ELT career.

**The First Landmark: My Doctoral Research**

My interest in exploring why some English teachers seemed to lose their language skills while others maintained them or improved them in their professional career became more evident in my doctoral training. I proposed the first study in TESOL that involved the language attrition of non-native English-speaking teachers (NNEST). I collected the data in Colombia and compared the linguistic trajectories of a group of teachers from public and private schools in their proficiency and use of English inside and outside the classrooms (González, 1995). Colombian pre-service students served as the comparison group to determine language attrition or retention of English teachers in both settings (Weltens & Cohen, 1989).

I demonstrated that English teachers in public schools experienced language attrition, while private school teachers maintained their language proficiency after graduating from the teacher education program. Public school teachers experienced conditions that were unsupportive of their English language practice, had limited access to teaching materials, and did not have access to other speakers. On the contrary, teachers in private schools and language centers reported increasing, or at least maintained their language skills after university graduation.

At the time, mainstream SLA research, and consequently, language proficiency, focused mainly on the individual differences in language learning and the dichotomy native-nonnative
speakers (Ortega, 2009). The ideal native speaker was the model to imitate in English language learning and teaching in cognitive approaches in SLA (for example, O’Malley & Uhl Chamot, 1990, among others). The individual characteristics that favored or hindered the acquisition of a second language were a primary component of teacher education and professional development (for example, Oxford, 1990; Ellis, 1994, among many).

Nonnative speakers were considered from a deficiency and incomplete stand, defined in comparison to the native speaker. Teachers had the challenge to compensate for that lack of knowledge through remedial linguistic or methodological training, as various authors demonstrate it in Blyth (2003). This was more evident for the oral production of English language learners (Flege & Fletcher, 1992; Flege & Eefting, 1988).

Although my study was eminently linguistic and quantitative, I found evidence of how school and social contexts played a role in the attrition or retention of English among local teachers (Gardner et al., 1985, 1987). The findings were in alignment with studies that highlighted the role of social contexts (De Bot & Weltens, 1995; Gardner et al., 1985, 1987; Weltens & Grendel, 1993).

The literature on the types of PDP available to Colombian teachers before the NPB is scarce. Ramos Acosta (2019) states that in the 1980s English teachers relied on “short courses or workshops taught by experts that selected some content to transmit it as the only formula for the successful teaching of the language” (p. 64). Later, the 1994 General Law of Education defined the route for teacher education by introducing two significant articles “the acquisition of conversation and reading elements in at least a foreign language” for elementary education, and for high school, “comprehension and the capacity to communicate in a foreign language” (Ministerio de Educación Nacional, 1996, p. 8). Zambrano (2012) states that, after the promulgation of that law, the terms “capacitación”2 and “formación” became evident in the field.

After the General Law of Education, the PDP available stressed the use of updated methodologies and the teachers’ language skills in English, responding to the principles of “teacher training” (Freeman, 1989; James, 2001). The PDP responded to what Ur (1997) shows: imposed agendas, externally determined and assessed, designed by experts, isolated, and focused on the mastery of professional skills. One example of this view is Restrepo (1995). For Antioquia, the PPD stressed the importance of providing teachers with teaching methodologies, creating a space for language practice, and training them on cultural aspects of the countries where the foreign languages came from. In Neiva, Vanegas Rubio and Zambrano Castillo (1996) proposed a training program for elementary school teachers based

---

2 Some possible translations into English are “training or qualification”. Although the term is controversial, it is still in use.
on the acquisition of basic English communication skills, ELT methodologies and assessment for elementary education, and children’s socio-affective-linguistic development. The authors reported that “the majority of elementary teachers … only have their high school English instruction, which they assess as not very good” (p. 40). Quintero and Guerrero (2013) provide a current analysis of English teachers in elementary education in the country.

A significant contribution to the PD of teachers was the Colombian Framework for English, known as the COFE project. Developed in collaboration with Thames Valley University, the project began in 1991 and lasted until 1997. It influenced a generation of teacher educators and English teachers with an academic and critical stand on the profession. Rubiano et al. (2000) reported as the major achievements the improvement of the language component in pre-service programs, new approaches to the teaching practicum, the development of research in the field, and the acquisition of teaching resources and specialized professional literature.

The Second Landmark: Studying the Professional Needs of English Teachers

In the early 2000s, I led a study that explored the topics and strategies that English teachers in Medellín identified as key components of their PD (González et al., 2001, 2002). Findings showed how English teachers sought to maintaining their language proficiency as a major motivation to participate in PDP. Then, they also looked for the expansion and update of their teaching methodologies in response to the changes in their students’ needs. English teachers also expressed their desire to be acquainted with educational theories beyond pedagogy and linguistics to face their daily challenges in complex social contexts. Finally, they were eager to have spaces to share what they learned with their peers, and if possible, to receive monetary compensation or recognition for their work in the PDP.

The study confirmed how limited the opportunities for PD were at the time. The primary source of in-service teachers’ learning was the local ELT conference, and the sporadic publishing companies’ teacher training sessions. The participants identified pursuing graduate studies as a powerful way to grow professionally; yet, programs were scarce, expensive, and theoretically or research oriented. Finally, English teachers claimed the urgency to propose PDP that responded to the particularities of their settings and included their voices in the design (González, 2003).

These findings also showed that PDP available at the time reproduced the deficit model in education (Wallace, 2009) in which teachers required intervention to “fix” their limitations, mainly in English proficiency and ELT methodologies. In an analysis of PD in Colombia, Buendía and Macías (2019) point out that teachers’ claims of many years ago still seem to
be unresolved. The authors emphasize the absence of a critical approach to teachers’ PD in the country.

**The Evolution of Language Education Policies in my Professional Career**

**The Third Landmark: The Launching and Development of the NPB**

This was the first connection that I made between PD and language policies. Taking part in the preliminary stages of the formulation of the national English standards (Ministerio de Educación Nacional, 2006b) allowed me to develop a critical view of the process. At the time, I became a member of the board of directors of the Colombian Association of Teachers of English (ASOCOPI, in Spanish). Thanks to the collective reflection in a national study on the university-based PD opportunities for English teachers, the research team gained more awareness of the connection between the policy discourses and the views of teachers’ education and professional growth. We demonstrated how most PDP in the country responded more to interests of coverage over continuity and quality (Álvarez et al., 2011). Additionally, the study revealed the open view of teachers’ PD from a deficit perspective, as clearly stated in Cely (2007) and Hernández (2007). To contend the top-down approaches to professional development, the research group insisted on the need of a bottom-up, democratic, and reflective framework that could support the creation of local knowledge (Cárdenas et al., 2010).

Various local and national events became spaces for interesting discussions and reflections. The 2005-2010 quinquennium was of particular importance in my understanding and analysis of the PD of Colombian English teachers. The work of colleagues from various universities represented an opportunity for consolidating and making internationally visible local knowledge around language policies and PD (Agray Vargas, 2008; Ayala & Álvarez, 2005; Cárdenas, 2006; Kostina & Hernández, 2007; Hernández & Faustino, 2006; Guerrero, 2008, 2010; Sánchez & Obando, 2008; Usma, 2009; among others). Although critical voices seemed to be predominant in the academic literature on the NPB, especially that coming from public universities, others openly advocated for the way the NPB was designed and implemented (Angarita Trujillo & Arias Castilla, 2010; Cely, 2007; Hernández, 2007). Other scholars proposed intermediate analysis of the policy (de Mejía, 2004, 2007; Herazo et al., 2012, for example).

In González (2007, 2009a, 2009b), I analyzed critically the NPB’s views of English teachers’ PD and teacher education. Generalizing a view of teachers, and revealing a deficit approach (Wallace, 2009) from decision makers, Colombian English teachers appeared as
incompetent professionals with limited language proficiency and inadequate methodologies (Guerrero, 2010). The Ministry of Education (MoE) announced as a primary solution the adoption of international certifications such as the In-service Certificate in English Language Teaching (ICELT) and the Teaching Knowledge Test (TKT) (González, 2009b). The TKT was mentioned as the best alternative to measure the teachers’ use of ELT methodologies (Ministerio de Educación Nacional, 2006b). It was also recommended as a primary axis in the curriculum in English teachers’ pre-service education. The ICELT became the holy grail of PDP for in-service English teachers. The British Council selected a group of teacher educators that, using a cascade model, committed to replicate it creating various cohorts of trainees (Angarita Trujillo & Arias Castilla, 2010). Granados (2015), Gómez Sará (2017), Le Gal (2018), and Valencia (2013) agree with the analysis in González (2009a). It is undeniable that the PD of English teachers and teacher education became a profitable business that has benefited foreign agencies, publishing, and testing companies since the beginning of the NPB (González, 2007; Usma, 2009; Valencia, 2013).

The Fourth Landmark: My Participation in the Creation of the Master’s Program in Foreign Language Teaching and Learning at Universidad de Antioquia

Working with colleagues that pursued their doctoral degrees in the United States in institutions that had a critical perspective in Applied Linguistics and Education provided me with new insights on the connection of teachers’ work and language policies (Shohamy, 2009). Through a study on the implementation of the NPB in the State of Antioquia, the research team gained a deep understanding of the English teachers’ needs and how different stakeholders understood professional development. The different voices allowed us to comprehend the gap between the policy intentions and the real implementation of the NPB (Correa & González, 2016; Correa & Usma, 2013; Correa, Usma, & Montoya, 2014).

As part of the research line in PD to which I affiliated in the master’s program, I led a study on how English teachers understood and appropriated the NPB in urban schools in five municipalities of the Metropolitan Area of Medellín. Through the voices of the teachers, I identified the complexity of the discourses of the policy at the macro, meso, and micro level because they shaped ELT and learning (The Douglas Fir Group, 2016), teacher education and teachers’ professional development (Ministerio de Educación Nacional, 2013). I found more elements of the imposition of the agendas (González, 2015) and traces of native-speakerism (Holliday, 2006, Llurda, 2005) in a number of the PDP. I refer to this issue below.

Findings of the study reflect Day’s (2005) appraisal about teachers’ motivation and commitment as key components in professional growth. However, for teachers “both their working contexts and their personal values and circumstances” (p. 111) shape them. Data
showed that although individual agency is determinant, it is not enough. The influence of the working conditions and circumstances limit the teachers’ room for action and reaction. Those challenges have not received enough consideration in many PDP proposals in Colombia (Alvarez et al., 2011; Chaves & Guapacha, 2016). As Agray Vargas (2008) stated it, there is an open contradiction in the language education policies. On the one hand, policies stress the necessity of having reflective, critical, and committed teachers; but on the other hand, “the actions promoted to qualify the foreign language teacher head to following unique teaching, learning, assessment, and teacher education models designed, piloted, and implemented without considering the socio-economic, political, and cultural context” (Agray Vargas, 2008, p. 355).

The Fifth Landmark: Working with International Colleagues

Research conducted at Universidad de Antioquia and in Colombia on the topic of language policies and teachers’ PD from a critical stand allowed me to connect it to wider perspectives on the uses of English. This learning facilitated the exploration of World Englishes (WE) as a pluralistic approach (Kachru, 1992; Kirkpatrick, 2007). WE stress the value of plurilingual and pluricultural contexts in the definition of English, its uses, its teaching, and learning. One of the primary contributions of WE is the tenet on the value of nonnative speakers of English. The contributions of WE motivated my interest in exploring national sociolinguistic discourses about English (Schneider, 2018). Focusing my research on the Colombian context, I contributed with an update of the seminal work of Vélez-Rendón (2003). González (2020) analyzed the 2010-2020 decade relating the status of English, ELT, and language policies in the Expanding Circle. Teachers’ PD and teacher education are part of the review.

Although part of the initial critical issues of the NPB lost the attention of a number of scholars, I maintained my critical view because the different names of the policy maintained a pervasive colonial approach (Pennycook, 1998) through the magnification of the work of foreign agencies and foreign teachers to guarantee the NPB success (for example, Ministerio de Educación Nacional, 2016). A clear expression of the continuity of the NPB colonial practices in professional development, which I described in González (2007), were evident in the formulation of the Formadores Nativos Extranjeros (Foreign native [speaker] instructors) strategy. In González and Llurda (2016), we questioned the extension of the concept of NEST to a foreign instructor who had a C1 level of proficiency in the CEFR. That strategy discriminated Colombian teachers who had the demanded profile demanded just because they were not foreigners.

3 The title is ambiguous in Spanish. To make a grammatical phrase in English, I added the noun “speaker”. According to the MoE, hiring native speakers of English was one of the assets of the strategy.
By connecting language policies and WE, I expanded the notion of native-speakerism (Holliday, 2006; Llurda, 2005). Through our participation in a study of the discourses of the Latin American press on NNESTs, we found unfortunate practices that reinforced the NESTs as the ideal support for the English policy success. Through the open endorsement of the government, various countries of Latin America used native-speakerism as an academic action (González & Llurda, 2016). The frequent use of foreign scholars, teachers, teacher-training models, and the emphasis on immersion programs abroad perpetuated the superiority of foreign ideas over local approaches (Cronquist & Fiszbein, 2017; González, 2020). In the same line, MacKenzie (2020) concluded that native-speakerism is present in the ELT job market in the country. Viáfara (2016) concluded the same in his analysis of pre-service teachers, showing the influence of native-speakerism ideologies in teacher education.

Studying native-speakerism allowed me to explore the field of English as a Lingua Franca (ELF). Multilingual speakers who do not have it as a common language but use it as a medium of communication (Seidlhofer, 2006, 2011) define ELF as the use of English. My understanding of ELF gained a different dimension under the influence of some Brazilian scholars. From their ELF perspective, a critical decolonial framework for ELT is an evident contribution as it underscores the ecological perspectives, promotes diverse uses of English, and challenges the power granted to native speakers and centralized theories. They have shown ELF’s connection to teacher education and professional development (Duboc, 2018; Duboc & Siqueira, 2020; Gimenez et al., 2018; Siqueira, 2015).

Another important concept from Brazilian scholarship is the open questioning of the preconceived idea of language heterogeneity (Pessoa de Farias, 2015). The author demonstrates how speakers of any language tend to resist language diversity and express preconceived ideas “maintaining discourses that reject the existence of language verities” (p. 463). This position is reinforced in language education policies that stress the value of certain English varieties over others. Pessoa Farias (2015) insists on “the relevance of analyzing, discussing, and questioning the relationships between the practices and representations about a given language community. Based on them, it is possible to unveil the hidden agendas of the language policy” (p. 481).

Despite growing voices on critical perspectives in professional development, the power of the deficit approach is very strong (Harry & Klingner, 2007). Under varied fixed discourses, decolonial concepts such as WE or ELF will take a long time to be part of the PDP that teachers have access to in our country. Studies in the English periphery, such as those by Sikafis (2009, 2014) in Greece, Bayyurt and Sifakis (2015) as well as Sifakis and Bayyurt (2017) in Turkey and Greece, or Gimenez et al. (2018), could enlighten our proposals to professional development. They hold an asset-based approach that considers teachers as competent multilinguals that possess valuable teaching experience and significant knowledge of their contexts.
Conclusions and Limitations

My current understanding of PD and language education policies is the result of the five landmarks I described above. My understandings of PD, and later, of language education policies, responded initially to the theories that dominated the field. Later, through collaborative work with national and international colleagues, I developed the critical stand I currently hold. I have demonstrated through my historical self-study that English teachers’ PD should respond to teachers’ needs and wider connections to the real uses of the language at the social level. PDP should transcend the deficit model reflected in the national government and societal discourses. They stress individual teachers’ responsibility on language learning and teaching, and therefore, on the language policy success.

Language education policies, despite the possible room for agency in their appropriation (Hornberger & Johnson, 2007; Menken & García, 2010), tend to perpetuate the power of certain English varieties, and therefore, favor tendencies such as native-speakerism. That power is very strong and allows limited space for teachers’ action. The last quinquennium 2015-2020 shows the same power of the external policy actors because they have the governments’ endorsement, and therefore, inspire credibility on many stakeholders (González & Llurda, 2016; González, 2020).

After this chronology of my work on the PD of English teachers and language education policies, I can state that my primary contribution to the field has been showing how issues of power at the macro and meso levels of the language education policy keep affecting English teachers’ work in the country. This has happened mainly in public education where contexts are diverse, and inequity is evident. I have also sustained the need to challenge the colonial perspectives in ELT and PD keeping a critical stand and opening the horizons to conceptual frameworks such as WE and ELF.

As this paper reports a self-study, I am aware of the bias I may have. Some colleagues may not share my academic position as they associate it with a historical-structural approach to language education policies (Tollefson, 2002). Some may claim that I seem to deny the power of agency of policy actors in the policy appropriation process. They may say that my arguments tend to be quite deterministic of the effects of the power issues that I have underscored. Although I believe that teachers and students have the power of innovation, resistance, and contestation, I find it very limited in reality. I usually remember Sherlock Holmes idea that “there is nothing more deceptive than an obvious fact”.

Responding to HOW journal’s question about the impact of my work, I need to be cautious. I cannot deny that holding a tenured position in a public university, acquainted with critical opinions and political debates, works in my favor. At the initial stage of the NPB, I was probably one of the first critical voices of the policy. I dared to say publicly...
in different academic spaces what I found questionable, mainly in the role of the British Council. According to Íkala journal metrics, González (2007) has more than 300 national and international citations. González (2009b) and (2015) also have numerous citations on Research Gate and Academia. Maintaining that critical voice has probably made my work visible and subject to criticisms. In González (2020), and some forthcoming papers, I extend the critical lens to the educational language policy because I have seen very little change in the official discourses and the decisions made at national and local levels about ELT and teachers’ professional development. However, I keep my spirits high about the future. One day, we will have new directions in the language education policies; therefore, there will be changes in the PD of English teachers.
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